Abstract: In this paper the problem of Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) in the framework of Discrete Event Systems (DES) modeled as automata is considered. The approach we follow is the so-called active approach in which the supervisor actively reacts to the detection of a malfunctioning component in order to eventually meet degraded control specifications. Starting from an appropriate model of the system, we recall the notion of safe diagnosability as a necessary step in order to achieve fault tolerant supervision of DES. We then introduce two new notions: (i) "safe controllability", which represents the capability, after the occurrence of a fault, of steering the system away from forbidden zones and (ii) "active fault tolerant system", which is the property of safely continuing operation after faults. We show how it is possible to define a general control architecture to deal with the FTC problem by introducing a special kind of automaton, called a "diagnosing-controller".
INTRODUCTION
Complex technological systems are vulnerable to unpredictable events that can cause undesired reactions and as a consequence damage to technical parts of the plant, to personnel or to the environment. The main objective of the Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) research area is to study methodologies for identifying and exactly characterizing possible incipient faults arising in predetermined parts of the plant. This is usually achieved by designing a dynamical system which, by processing input/output data, is able to detect the presence of an incipient fault and eventually to precisely isolate it. Automated systems are typically governed by operational rules that can be modeled by Discrete Event Systems (DES), i.e., dynamical systems with discrete state spaces and event-driven transitions. Several methodologies have been developed to solve the FDI problem for systems modeled as DES; see Sampath et al. [1995] , Boel and van Schuppen [2002] , Hadjicostis [2005] , Jiang and Kumar [2006] for a sample of this work.
Once a fault has been detected and isolated, the next natural step is to reconfigure the control law in order to tolerate the fault, namely to guarantee pre-specified (eventually degraded) performance objectives for the faulty system. In this framework, the FDI phase is usually followed by 1 The research of the first and second author is supported by MIUR. The research of the third author is supported in part by NSF grants CCR-03255571 and ECS-0624821. 2 Corresponding author.
the design of a Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) system, namely, by the design of a reconfiguring unit that, on the basis of the information provided by the FDI filter, adjusts the controller in order to achieve the prescribed performance for the faulty system (see Blanke et al. [2003] ). The passive approach to the FTC problem deals with the problem of finding a general controller able to satisfy control specifications both in nominal operation and after the occurrence of a fault. In contrast, active fault tolerance aims to achieve the control objectives by adapting the control law to the faulty system behavior. The problem of FTC in DES has been recently studied for example in Iordache and Antsaklis [2004] and Dumitrescu et al. [2007] . In Wen et al. [2007b] and Wen et al. [2007a] , the authors propose a definition of fault tolerance based on the notions of state equivalence and stability of DES and they provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a supervisor able to enforce a specification for the nonfaulty plant and another specification for the overall plant.
In this paper we consider the FTC problem in the framework of DES modeled as automata. The approach we follow is the active approach in which the supervisor actively reacts to the detection of a malfunctioning component in order to meet eventually degraded control specifications. To this aim we describe a modeling procedure that results in a structured model of the controlled system containing a nominal part and a set of faulty parts. Starting from this suitable model, we recall the notion of safe diagnosability (see Paoli and Lafortune [2005] ) as a necessary step in order to achieve fault tolerant supervision of DES. We then introduce the new notion of safe controllability, which represents the capability, after the occurrence of a fault, of steering the system away from forbidden zones. We also define the new notion of active fault tolerant system with respect to post-fault specifications as the property of safely continuing operation after faults. We then present a general control architecture to deal with the FTC problem. This architecture is based on the use of a special kind of diagnoser, called "diagnosing-controller," which is used to safely detect faults and to switch between a nominal control policy and a bank of reconfigured control policies. In this sense, the exploited paradigm is that of switching control in which a high-level logic is used to switch between a bank of different controllers (see Blanke et al. [2003] ).
SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF DES WITH FAULTS
Following the theory of supervisory control of DES (see, e.g., Chapter 3 of Cassandras and Lafortune [2007] ), we consider a model of the uncontrolled system, denoted by G nom and given in the form of an automaton, and a set of specifications on the controlled behavior. In general G nom is expressed as the interconnection, via parallel composition, of a set of interacting components whose models are denoted by (G nom 1 , . . . , G nom n ). The behavior of G nom , captured by the language L(G nom ), must be restricted by control in order to satisfy the set of specifications. For this purpose, we design a supervisor, whose realization as an automaton is denoted by S nom , and connect it with G nom thereby obtaining the controlled system G nom sup := G nom S nom with its associated language L(G nom sup ) satisfying the set of language specifications K nom .
Potential faults of the system components are usually considered at this point. In this regard, the G nom i
component models are enhanced to include most likely faults and subsequent faulty behavior (see, e.g., Sampath et al. [1995] ). Therefore, instead of the nominal model G nom , we now have model G n+f that embeds the (potential) faulty behavior of the respective components. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we consider a single fault event
, f is unobservable and uncontollable. This means that the actual controlled behavior of the system is described by G n+f sup = G n+f S nom . Since we are considering persistent faults, after any occurrence of fault f , the supervised system continues evolving according to well-defined postfault models that are completely disjoint from the nominal supervised model.
By construction of S
nom , there are no undesired actions in the nominal part. However, undesired sequences of actions can arise in post-fault models due to the effective control actions of the nominal supervisor on faulty components, as captured in G n+f sup . Consequently, we must avoid that after fault f occurs, the system executes a forbidden substring from a given finite set Φ, where Φ ⊆ E ⋆ . In essence, the elements of the set Φ capture sequences of events that become illegal after the occurrence of fault f . This situation can be formalized by defining the "illegal language" K f as in Paoli and Lafortune [2005] .
Under the supervision of S nom , the resulting system behavior L(G n+f sup ) will contain the nominal controlled behavior L(G nom sup ), which satisfies the nominal specifications K nom , and in addition post-fault behavior that may include strings that are in the illegal language.
The design objectives of a fault tolerant supervision system can therefore be enumerated as follows:
A) Diagnose the occurrence of event f before the system executes some illegal sequence in the set Φ; B) Force the system to stop its evolution before the execution of forbidden sequences; C) Steer the faulty system behavior in order to meet new (eventually degraded) post-fault specifications that are assumed to be expressed in the form of language K deg .
Note that objective A is achieved if the property of safe diagnosability described in Paoli and Lafortune [2005] is satisfied by the system. In the following, objective B will be studied in terms of a new property called safecontrollability, while objective C will be linked with the new property of active fault tolerance. It is important to emphasize that the post-fault specifications K deg are in general incomparable with L(G n+f sup ); therefore, in order to satisfy them, it is necessary to switch from the nominal supervisor S nom to a new supervisor denoted by S deg , thereby following an active approach to fault tolerance in the sense of Blanke et al. [2003] .
SAFE CONTROLLABILITY OF DES
This section is concerned with the definition and testing of the property of safe controllability for the purpose of the fault tolerance objectives described in the preceding section. The reader is referred to Sampath et al. [1995] and Paoli and Lafortune [2005] for any undefined notation or terminology. First, we recall the definition of diagnosability, introduced in Sampath et al. [1995] , which states that a language L is diagnosable if it is possible to detect within a finite delay occurrences of faults using the record of observed events. Definition 1. [Diagnosable DES] A prefix-closed language L that is live and does not contain loops of unobservable events is said to be diagnosable with bound n with respect to projection P o and fault event f if the following holds:
where the diagnosability condition D is:
Objective A of the preceding section requires that after a fault f occurs, the system should not execute a forbidden substring from a given finite set Φ. This objective is captured by the property of safe diagnosability introduced in Paoli and Lafortune [2005] and now recalled. Definition 2. [Safe Diagnosable DES] A prefix-closed language L that is live and does not contain loops of unobservable events is said to be safe diagnosable with respect to projection P o , fault event f and forbidden language K f if (i) L is diagnosable with bound n, with respect to P o and f and (ii) (∀s ∈ Ψ(f ))(∀t ∈ L/s) such that t = n, let t c , t c = n tc , be the shortest prefix of t such that D holds, then st c ∩ K f = ∅.
We make use of the Diagnoser Approach of Sampath et al. [1995] to test diagnosability and safe diagnosability.
The diagnoser, denoted by G diag , is an automaton built from the system model G n+f sup . This automaton is used to perform diagnosis when it observes on-line the behavior of G n+f sup . The construction procedure of the diagnoser can be found in Sampath et al. [1995] . We recall here a theorem from Sampath et al. [1995] for testing (off-line) the diagnosability of a system using its diagnoser. Theorem 1. [Sampath et al. [1995] ] A language L is diagnosable with respect to the projection P o and fault event f if and only if the diagnoser G diag built starting from any generator of L has no F -indeterminate cycles.
By slightly modifying the diagnoser as explained in Paoli and Lafortune [2005] , we obtain the so-called safediagnoser, denoted by G diag,s , in which some states are labeled as bad states since they are reachable by executing strings in K f . As explained in Paoli and Lafortune [2005] , the safe-diagnoser can be used to test (off-line) the property of safe diagnosability; we recall the following theorem. Theorem 2. [Paoli and Lafortune [2005] ] Consider a diagnosable language L. L is safe diagnosable with respect to projection P o , fault event f , and forbidden language K f if and only if in the safe-diagnoser G diag,s built from any generator of L, (i) there does not exist a state q that is F -uncertain with a component of the form (x, ℓ) such that f ∈ ℓ and x is a bad state and (ii) there does not exist a pair of states q, q ′ such that: (i) q is F -certain with a component of the form (x, ℓ) such that f ∈ ℓ and x is a bad state; (ii) q ′ is F -uncertain; and (iii) q is reachable from q ′ through an event e ∈ E o .
We have argued previously that safe diagnosability is a first necessary step in order to achieve fault tolerant supervision of DES. If the system is safe diagnosable, reconfiguration actions should be forced upon the detection of faults prior to the execution of unsafe behavior, thereby achieving the objective of fault tolerant supervision. The first step to reconfigure the system is to disable the nominal supervisor and prevent the system from executing a forbidden substring. For this purpose, it is useful to introduce the following property. Definition 3. [Safe Controllable DES] A prefix-closed language L that is live and does not contain loops of unobservable events is said to be safe controllable with respect to the projection P o , fault event f , and forbidden language K f if (i) L is safe diagnosable with respect to P o , f , and K f and (ii) consider any string s ∈ L such that f ∈ s and s = vσ with σ ∈ E o . Suppose that D does not hold for v while it holds for s. Then (∀t ∈ L/s) such that t = uξ with ξ ∈ Φ, ∃z ∈ E c such that z ∈ u.
In words, a language is safe controllable if for any string that contains a fault and a forbidden substring, there exists (i) an observable event that assures the detection of the fault before the system executes the forbidden substring and (ii) a controllable event after the observable event but before the forbidden substring. In this way, after the detection of the fault, it is always possible to disable the controllable event and avoid unsafe behavior.
Consider an automaton G generating language L and assume that L is safe diagnosable with respect to the projection P o , fault event f , and forbidden language K f . Denote with FC the set of first-entered certain states in the Uncertain Fig. 1 . Post-fault uncontrolled model.
safe-diagnoser G diag,s built from G; namely, FC is the set of all safe-diagnoser states q such that q is F -certain and there exists a safe-diagnoser state q ′ which is F -uncertain and such that q is reachable from q ′ through an event σ o ∈ E o . The set FC contains a finite number of elements:
we build a new post-fault uncontrolled model, G deg i , by taking the accessible part of G n+f from all the distinct states x j , x k . . . x l of G n+f that appear in the ith safe-diagnoser state; see Fig. 1 . To make the model deterministic, we add a new initial state x 0,i and connect it with new events called "init j , init k , init l " to the distinct states of G n+f that appear in the safe-diagnoser state q i . The index of init is used to make these events distinct. Note that init is uncontrollable and unobservable. In practice, this accessible part will be within the faulty part of G n+f , since the occurrence of the fault has forced the system outside its original nominal behavior G nom .
Using the above terminology, we can now present a procedure to test the property of safe controllability. Proposition 3. Consider automaton G generating language L and assume that L is safe diagnosable with respect to the projection P o , fault event f , and forbidden language K f . Consider the set FC of first-entered certain states in the safe-diagnoser G diag,s built from G. Language L is safe controllable if and only if ∀q i ∈ FC, language {ε} ↓C , computed with respect to the post-fault uncontrolled model G deg i , does not contain any element of Φ as a substring.
Remark. Standard techniques to remove illegal substrings from a language can be used to test Proposition 3; see, e.g., Section 3.3 in Cassandras and Lafortune [2007] .
ACTIVE FAULT TOLERANCE OF DES
If language L(G n+f sup ) is safe controllable then it is always possible to detect any occurrence of event f in a bounded number of observable events and without executing any forbidden action; moreover, in any continuation after the detection of fault f that contains a forbidden action in Φ, there always exists at least one controllable event z that can be disabled to prevent the system from executing unsafe actions. Entering certain state q i ∈ FC should therefore trigger an interrupt signal INT i that disables the controllable event z. Moreover, the same interrupt signal can be used to disable the nominal supervisor S nom and 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008
Diagnosing-controller Cho and Marcus [1989] , Inan [1994] ). This solution may also be too restrictive since the normality condition is stronger than the required observability condition. In this case, one could use existing algorithms for calculating maximal controllable and observable sublanguages of K deg i ; for instance, the VLP-PO algorithm presented in Hadj-Alouane et al. [1996] can be used for this purpose. For cases where K deg i
is not prefix-closed, the test for active fault tolerance is more complicated, since the ↓ C operation deals with prefix-closed languages. One could still compute the supremal controllable and normal sublanguage of (marked language) K deg i ; however, if this approach returns the empty set, we will not know if active fault tolerance is violated, as K deg i could still possess a controllable and observable sublanguage. In this case, the recent results in Yoo and Lafortune [2006] could be used to test the existence or not of such a language. However, a positive test may still yield a solution that is deemed too restrictive. More research is required regarding the development of algorithms for computing controllable and observable sublanguages of non-prefix-closed languages.
In Fig. 2 a possible architecture for active fault tolerant control of DES is presented. During nominal functioning, the partial observation loop is closed on the nominal supervisor S nom which, recording the observation P o (ℓ), issues the control action S nom [P o (ℓ)] that encodes the enabled events after the system G n+f executes the string ℓ. In parallel to the control loop, the diagnoser 3 G diag uses the same observations to detect occurrences of the fault event f . If the system is safe diagnosable, after any occurrence of event f , the diagnoser detects the fault in a bounded number of events and before the system executes any forbidden string in Φ. When the diagnoser becomes F -certain entering state q i ∈ FC (mapped from the safe-diagnoser), the interrupt signal INT i is issued. If the system is safe controllable, we know that it is possible to stop the evolution of G n+f before it executes forbidden substrings in Φ. The same interrupt signal is used to switch from the nominal supervisor S nom to the post-fault supervisor S deg i
. The existence of this supervisor is assured if the active fault tolerance property holds; in this case, the behavior of G n+f can be controlled in order to satisfy the specification K deg i
. As depicted in Fig. 2 , it is possible to embed both the diagnoser G diag and the bank of post-fault supervisors S deg i in a unique unit called the diagnosingcontroller, whose structure is shown in Fig. 3 .
The diagnosing-controller is an automaton built from the diagnoser G diag and considering the model G n+f . If G n+f sup is safe diagnosable, then after any occurrence of fault event f the diagnoser enters, in a bounded number of events, a first-entered certain state q i = {(x j , F ); (x k , F ) . . . , (x l , F )} ∈ FC (again, mapped from the safe-diagnoser) and, after that moment, all the other reachable states in G diag are certain states. When G diag enters q i , the signal INT i is generated and used to disable the controllable event z to avoid any occurrence of forbidden substrings; moreover the same event is used to disable the nominal supervisor S nom . Considering these facts, when G diag enters q i , we are sure that event f has occurred and the actual state in G n+f is one of the states in the list of q i , i.e., x j ; x k . . . x l . Note that if the system is safe diagnosable, none of the states x j ; x k . . . x l will be reached by the execution of forbidden substrings (see Paoli and Lafortune [2005] ). As previously stated, x j ; x k . . . x l can be considered as initial states for the uncontrolled i-th post-fault model of the system. Moreover, the post-fault evolution can be reconstructed considering the connectivity in G n+f starting from states x j ; x k . . . x l . At this point, if L(G n+f ) is active fault tolerant with respect to postfault specification K deg i
, it is possible to design a post-3 The standard diagnoser is used here as it is suffices for the present purpose. Relevant mapping of states is done from the safe-diagnoser to the diagnoser regarding the set F C.
17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) Seoul, Korea, July 6-11, 2008 Enabled observable events can be considered as directly connected to first-entered F -certain state q i in the diagnoser. In the following an algorithmic procedure to build the diagnosing-controller is presented.
Procedure to build the diagnosing-controller.
Step 1: Build the diagnoser G diag from G n+f sup ;
Step 2: For any q i = {(x j , F ); (x k , F ) . . . , (x l , F )} ∈ FC;
Step 2.1: Stop the evolution of G diag after q i and enable signal INT i when entering q i ;
Step 2 with state q i of G diag ;
Step 3: Call the resulting automaton G diag,sup .
EXAMPLE
Consider the hydraulic system of Fig. 4 ; the system is composed of a tank T, a pump P, a set of valves (V1, V2, and Vr), and associated pipes. The pump P is used to move fluid from the tank through the pipe and must be coordinated with the set of redundant valves. The system is equipped with a pressure sensor. is modeled using unobservable and uncontrollable event f . According to this refined model, the automaton G n+f modeling the uncontrolled system is depicted in Fig. 6 (a) ; in Fig. 6 (b) the effect of the nominal supervision policy on G n+f is denoted by G n+f sup . Pressure sensor readings are attached to events; note that if valves are closed, the sensor reads an over pressure in the pipe (P P ), while, if valves are open, the sensor reads no over-pressure in the pipe (N P ). The situation in which the pump is working with closed valves has to be avoided because it is unsafe: Φ = {start}. Note that this situation is feasible in G n+f sup where state x8 is labeled as bad (see Paoli and Lafortune [2005] ). In Fig. 7 (a), the safe-diagnoser of G n+f sup is shown. Since the bad state x8 is not present in any of the uncertain states or in a first-entered certain state, the system is safe diagnosable; in this case the set of first-entered certain states is FC = {(x6, F )}. Figure 7 (b) shows the feasible evolution G deg 1 after detection; here, no new initial state and init j event is needed (see Fig. 1 ) since G deg 1 is deterministic. It is easy to prove that {ε} ↓C computed with respect to L(G in Fig. 7 (c) can be designed. Since this specification turns out to be controllable and observable with respect to G deg 1 , the system is active fault tolerant. Finally, the diagnosingcontroller G diag,sup for this example is shown in Fig. 8 .
CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of this paper is to present a new supervisory control architecture that deals with the FTC problem in the framework of automata. We follow the "active approach," in which the supervisor actively reacts to the detection of a malfunctioning component in order to eventually meet degraded control specifications. We employ a switching control paradigm in which a highlevel logic is used to switch between different controllers.
Starting from an appropriate model of the system, we have shown how the notion of safe diagnosability is a necessary step in order to achieve fault tolerant supervision of DES.
We have introduced the new notions of "safe controllability" and "active fault tolerant system," as a means to characterize the conditions that must be satisfied when solving the FTC problem using the active approach. Tests for these properties were presented. Finally, we have proposed a procedure to design an automaton called "diagnosingcontroller" which is able, if the system satisfies the properties introduced, to solve the fault tolerant supervision problem.
